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Abstract
Background: Genomic data have been collected by different institutions and companies and need to be shared
for broader use. In a cross-site genomic data sharing system, a secure and transparent access control audit
module plays an essential role in ensuring the accountability. A centralized access log audit system is vulnerable
to the single point of attack and also lack transparency since the log could be tampered by a malicious system
administrator or internal adversaries. Several studies have proposed blockchain-based access audit to solve this
problem but without considering the efficiency of the audit queries. The 2018 iDASH competition first track
provides us with an opportunity to design efficient logging and querying system for cross-site genomic dataset
access audit. We designed a blockchain-based log system which can provide a light-weight and widely
compatible module for existing blockchain platforms. The submitted solution won the third place of the
competition. In this paper, we report the technical details in our system.
Methods: We present two methods: baseline method and enhanced method. We started with the baseline
method and then adjusted our implementation based on the competition evaluation criteria and characteristics
of the log system. To overcome obstacles of indexing on the immutable Blockchain system, we designed a
hierarchical timestamp structure which supports efficient range queries on the timestamp field.
Results: We implemented our methods in Python3, tested the scalability, and compared the performance using
the test data supplied by competition organizer. We successfully boosted the log retrieval speed for complex
AND queries that contain multiple predicates. For the range query, we boosted the speed for at least one order
of magnitude. The storage usage is reduced by 25%.
Conclusion: We demonstrate that Blockchain can be used to build a time and space efficient log and query
genomic dataset audit trail. Therefore, it provides a promising solution for sharing genomic data with
accountability requirement across multiple sites.
Keywords: Blockchain; Genome; Cross-site genomic datasets; Access log audit
Background
With the rapid development of biomedical and com-
putational technologies, a large amount of genomic
data sets have been collected and analyzed in national
and international projects such as Human Genome
Project [1] , the HapMap project [2] and the Genotype-
Tissue Expression (GTEx) project [3], which yielded
invaluable research data and extended the boundary
of human knowledge. Thanks to the advance of com-
puter technology, the cost of genomic testing is drop-
ping exponentially. Nowadays, the testing price ranges
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from under $100 to more than $2,000, depending on
the nature and complexity of the test [4]. One can
test her gene easily and cheaply by using services
from DNA-testing companies such as Ancestry and
23andMe. Given the above, genomic data sets have
been scattered around the world in different institu-
tions and companies. On the other hand, the poten-
tial business value of genomic data and privacy con-
cerns [5, 6, 7] hinder the sharing of cross-sites genomic
data. Notably, the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) restricts the exchange of personal data. Un-
der GDPR, such sensitive data only could be accessed
after obtaining the consent of data subjects (i.e., the
one who owns the data) and providing accountability
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audit. This requires that any cross-site genomic data
sharing system should be equipped with a secure and
transparent access control module.
Blockchain technology has received increasing atten-
tion because it provides a new paradigm of value ex-
change. Although it stems from cryptocurrency, many
studies have investigated the adoption of blockchain in
different application scenarios beyond financial domain
that typically involve multiple parties with conflict of
interests such as personal data sharing [8, 9, 10], sup-
ply chain [11, 12, 13], identity management [14, 15] and
medical data management [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22].
They show that using blockchain technology can re-
duce friction and increase transparency. A blockchain
system has several notable features: decentralization,
immutability and transparency. These are achieved by
cryptographic hash, consensus algorithm and many
other innovations from previously unrelated fields such
as cryptography and distributed computation [23].
Due to the space limitation, we do not introduce more
details of blockchain technologies and refer interested
readers to surveys on blockchain [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29,
30, 31].
Several studies investigated blockchain-based access
log audit [32, 33, 34] (we introduce them in the next
section). They focus on how to achieve the immutabil-
ity of the log. However, none of them investigated the
efficiency of logging and querying for a blockchain sys-
tem at the application layer. On the other hand, a
few recent studies [35, 36, 37, 38] from database com-
munity consider a blockchain system as a distributed
database, and attempt to improve the performance of
such system by exploring new designs of bottom lay-
ers (such as storage or transaction processing) of the
system. However, without considering the application
characteristics, such modifications on the back-end en-
gine of the system may not have the desired perfor-
mance improvement on every application or even cause
unexpected side effects.
The 2018 iDASH competition first track, “Blockchain-
based immutable logging and querying for cross-site ge-
nomic dataset access audit trail”, provides us with an
opportunity to explore a light-weight and widely com-
patible access audit module for existing blockchain
platforms. Our submitted solution won the third place
of the competition. In this paper, we report the system
design and technical details in our solution.
The competition task [39]
The goal of iDASH competition 2018 first track is
to develop blockchain-based ledgering solutions to log
and query the user activities of accessing genomic
datasets across multiple sites. Concretely, given a ge-
nomic data access log file in which each entry in-
cludes seven attributes including Timestamp, Node, ID,
Ref − ID, User, Activity, Resource, the task is to design
a time/space efficient data structure and mechanisms
to store and retrieve the logs based on Multichain ver-
sion 1.0.4 [40].
Competition setup and requirement. It is required
that each entry in the data access log must be saved
individually as one transaction (i.e., participants can-
not save the entire file in just one transaction), and
all log data and intermediate data (such as index or
cache) must be saved on-chain (no off-chain data stor-
age allowed). Competition participants can determine
how to represent and store each log entry in trans-
actions. It does not need to be a plain text copy of
the log entry. Also, the query implementation should
allow a user to search the log using any field of one
log entry (i.e., node, id, user, resource, activity, times-
tamp, and a “reference id” referring to the id of the
original resource request), any “AND” combination
(e.g., node AND id AND user AND resource), and
any timestamp range (e.g., from 1522000002418 to
1522000011441) using a command-line interface. Also,
the user should be able to sort the returning results in
ascending/descending order with any field (e.g., times-
tamp). There will be 4 nodes in the blockchain net-
work, and 4 log files to be stored. Users should be able
to query the data from any of the 4 sites. Participants
can implement any algorithms to store, retrieve, and
present the log data correctly and efficiently.
Evaluation Criteria. The logging/querying system
needs to demonstrate good performance (i.e., accu-
rate query results) by using a testing dataset, which is
different from the one provided for the participants.
The speed, storage/memory cost, and scalability of
each solution will be evaluated. The competition or-
ganizer used the binary version of Multichain 1.0.4 on
64-bit Ubuntu 14.04 with the default parameters as the
test bed for fairness. No modification of the underly-
ing Multichain source code is allowed. The submitted
executable binaries should be non-interactive (i.e., de-
pend only on parameters with no input required while
it works), and should contain a readme file to specify
the parameters. The organizer tested all submissions
using 4 virtual machines, each with 2-Core CPU, 8GB
RAMs and 100GB storage.
Related work
The closest line of work to this competition is blockchain-
based access log audit. Suzuki et al., [32] proposed a
method using blockchain as an audit-able communi-
cation channel. This study is motivated by a similar
problem studied in this paper: in a client-server sys-
tem, the logging on either server-side or client-side
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Figure 1 Overview of the logging system.
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does not provide strict means of auditing, because the
host of the logging system could tamper the log. They
implemented a proof-of-concept system on top of Bit-
coin by encoding the messages (i.e., API calls from
clients and Replies from the server) between clients
and the server into the transactions of bitcoin. Since
the transactions are publicly available, they can be re-
trieved and verified by an auditor as needed. The pro-
posed system is easy to use and convenient for a client-
server system. However, answering the audit query
using the proposed system may be time-consuming,
especially for a large-scale system serving millions of
clients, as each reply is returned in the form of a bit-
coin transaction. The maximum transaction process-
ing capacity of bitcoin is estimated between 3.3 and 7
transactions per second[41].
Castaldo et al., [33] implemented a blockchain-based
tamper-proof audit mechanism for OpenNCP (Open
National Contact Points) [42], which is a system for
exchanging eHealth data between countries in Eu-
rope. The idea is similar to the one proposed in [32],
but dealing with data exchange instead of answering
queries. They also encode the data that need to be
exchanged into the transactions, but the data are en-
crypted using symmetric keys which are shared in ad-
vance between the sender and receiver through a se-
cure channel. The author suggests to use Multichain
because it provides low overhead for the transactions
handling.
ProvChain [34] is a blockchain based data prove-
nance architecture for assuring data operation (i.e.,
data access and data changes) in the cloud storage ap-
plication. Different from the previous two studies, the
major challenge is that the provenance data are also
sensitive but still need to be validated by a third party.
The authors proposed an additional layer as prove-
nance auditor which interacts with a blockchain net-
work by blockchain receipts which include provenance
entry for future validation.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no study inves-
tigating the design of efficient logging and querying for
a blockchain system at the application layer. The 2018
iDASH competition first track provides us with an op-
portunity to explore such possibilities. We attempt to
design a blockchain-based log system that can serve as
a light-weight and widely compatible component for
the existing blockchain platforms. Especially, our so-
lution is optimized for genomic dataset access auditing
under the requirements of the competition task.
Method
We design a blockchain-based log system that is
time/space efficient to store and retrieve genomic
dataset access audit trail. Our method only lever-
ages the Blockchain mechanism and is not limited
to any specific Blockchain implementation, such as
Bitcoin[43], Ethereum[44]. We introduce an on-chain
indexing data structure which can be easily adapted
to any blockchains that use a key-value database as
their local storage. In our development, we use Mul-
tichain version 1.0.4 as an interface between Bitcoin
Blockchain and our insertion and query method. Mul-
tichain is a Bitcoin Blockchain fork. It conveniently
provides a feature, data stream, to allow us to use Bit-
coin Blockchain as an append-only key-value database.
Overview
In Figure 1, we illustrate the overview of the logging
system, which is built on top of Multichain APIs. The
core task is to design space and time efficient meth-
ods for insertion and queries. As described in Section
“Technical details of the task”, there are three types of
primitive queries: point query, AND query, and range
query. There are seven fields in the given genomic
dataset: Timestamp, Node, ID, Ref − ID, User, Activity,
Resource as shown in Table 1.
Timestamp Node ID Ref-ID User Activity Resource
152202801 1 1 1 1 REQ RESOURCE MOD FlyBase
152208352 1 2 1 1 VIEW RESOURCE MOD FlyBase
152216966 1 3 3 6 FILE ACCESS GTEx
152237149 1 9 9 10 REQ RESOURCE MOD SGD
Table 1 The Sample Logs.
For point query, the user can query on any field. For
AND query, the user can query on any combination
of fields. For range query, the user can query only on
timestamp field with a start and end timestamp. See
Table 1 & 2 as a running example.
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Insertion
• Insert(“152202801 1 1 1 1 REQ RESOURCE MOD FlyBase”)
Queries
• Point Query(Activity=”VIEW RESOURCE”)
• AND Query(ID=”2”, Node=”1”)
• Range Query(start=1522000000000, end=1522000100000)
Table 2 Insertion and Queries Examples.
Baseline method
We first describe a naive method as a baseline. The
baseline method leverages only three Multichain APIs
as shown in Table 3.
Multichain APIs Description
create[stream name] reate a stream(table) in
database
publish[streamname][key][value] Insert key-value pair to
specific stream(table)
liststreamkeyitems[stream name][key] Retrieve all items with
the given key
Table 3 Multichain APIs Used in Our Methods.
Insertion: First, we create K streams, where K is
the number of fields. Multichain builds K tables in
its back-end key-value database. Second, we build K
key-value pairs, where the key is the attribute data
and the value is entire record line. Finally, we con-
vert those K pairs into one Blockchain transaction and
publish it to Blockchain. The following Figure 2 is an
example conversion from a log record to blockchain
transaction. We will use this example log record in the
remaining sections. After the transaction is confirmed
by Blockchain, Multichain decodes the transaction and
insert each key-value pairs to its corresponding table.
TimestampNode IDRef-ID User Activity Resource
111 1 3 3 6 FILE ACCESS GTEx
⇓
Transaction
Timestamp
Key Value
111 V
Node
Key Value
1 V
ID
Key Value
3 V
Ref-ID
Key Value
3 V
...
Resource
Key Value
GTEx V
V = ”111 1 3 3 6 FILE ACCESS GTEx”.
Figure 2 Log Record to Transaction Conversion.
Point Query: The implementation of a point query is
straightforward which simply returns a list of records
as shown in Algorithm 1. In this literature, we assume
the run time complexity of all Multichain API is O(1).
The run time complexity of Point Query is O(1).
AND Query: AND query enables a user to query
with multiple keys. We convert AND query to multi-
ple point queries and intersect the result of all point
queries. The run time complexity is O(K), where
K = number of keys.
Timestamp Range Query: Given a start timestamp
and an end timestamp, Timestamp Range Query re-
turns records whose timestamp is in this range. We
Algorithm 1: Point Query
Input: A, K //attribute and key
Output: lr //a list of record
1 lr ← liststreamkeyitems(A,K)
2 return lr
Algorithm 2: AND Query
Input: lAK // a list of attribute and key pairs
Output: lr //a list of record
1 lr ← point query(lAK [0]A, lAK [0]K)
2 foreach (A,K) ∈ lAK do
3 lr ← lr ∩ point query(A,K)
4 return lr
convert Timestamp Range Query into R point queries,
where R is the range of timestamp. The run time com-
plexity is O(R), where R = range of timestamp.
Algorithm 3: Timestamp Range Query
Input: ts, te // start timestamp and end timestamp
Output: lr //a list of record
1 lr ← {}
2 for t = ts to te do
3 lr ← lr ∪ point query(”Timestamp”,t)
4 return lr
Enhanced method
After testing the baseline solution, which will be dis-
cussed in the result section, we found that the retrieve
speed heavily depends on the number of API calls.
Therefore, the fewer API calls we use, the faster re-
trieve speed we get. More specifically, we found three
non-optimal issues:
• The entire record is duplicated K times where K is
the number of fields, which is insufficient in terms
of storage overheads.
• Since we need to query all results and intersect
them in local memory, AND query takes signifi-
cant amount of memory when the number of AND
operations increases.
• If the length of a given range query is n (typi-
cally, n is ranging from 106 to 108), the baseline
method naively translate the range query into n
point queries and concatenate the results.
The blockchain-based auditing system is an append-
only structure, so a data structure that keeps the min-
imum amount of information while maintaining the
efficiency is essential. The percentage of read(query)
operations in the real-world auditing system is low
[45], therefore we trade retrieval speed for storage
cost. We redesign the key-value pairs in the blockchain
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transaction, modified the query algorithm accordingly
and built a selectivity list based on data distribu-
tion. Most of all, we design a hierarchical timestamp
structure which significantly reduces the number of
queries(APIs) needed for the range query.
Insertion: To address these problems, we redesign the
key-value pairs. The key part remained the same (at-
tribute data), but we removed the entire entry from
the value part. As a result, we removed all duplicated
values in the baseline method as shown in Figure 3
Transaction
Timestamp
Key Value
111 ∅
Node
Key Value
1 ∅
ID
Key Value
3 ∅
Ref-ID
Key Value
3 ∅
...
Resource
Key Value
GTEx ∅
All duplicated V s are removed.
Figure 3 Transaction with empty values.
Point Query: Since we now have an empty value
in the key-value database, we cannot use the key to
get original record directly. We now take advantage of
Blockchain transaction ID which is included in the re-
turning JSON file of liststreamkeyitems API. First, we
get a list of TXID (transaction ID) with the given key.
Second, we use another Multichain API, getrawtrans-
action, to get the matching transactions. Finally, we
rebuild the original record from the transaction where
all attribute data are included. It is worth mention-
ing that the point query now requires T + 1 times
API calls to retrieve the records where T is the size
of the TXID list. Future study may able to combine
those three steps into one if we modify Multichain ver-
sion 1.0.4 source code, but it is not allowed in this
competition. The run time complexity is O(R), where
R = number of return record.
Algorithm 4: Point Query with additional step
Input: A, K //attribute and key
Output: lr //a list of record
1 [TXIDs]← liststreamkeyitems(A,K)
2 lr ← []
3 foreach txid ∈ [TXIDs] do
4 T ← getrawtransaction (txid)
5 R← rebuild(T)
6 append(lr, R)
7 return lr
AND Query: In order to reduce the retrieval cost,
we build a selectivity list for attributes based on the
example test data which was given by the competi-
tion organizer. A selectivity list is based on the rank
of result size of each attribute. The attribute which
has the smallest query result size is the most selective.
For the enhanced AND query, we call point query only
one time for the most selective key then filter the re-
sult in the memory. Since we only query once from
Blockchain, the total memory usage is bounded by the
largest query result. The run time complexity is O(1).
Algorithm 5: AND Query with selectivity list
Input: lAK , lS // a list of attribute and key pairs and a
selectivity list
Output: lr //a list of record
1 SK ← findMostSelectiveKey(lAK , ls)
2 lr ← point query(SKA, SKK)
3 foreach (A,K) ∈ lAK do
4 lr ← filter(lr, A,K)
Timestamp Range Query: Since Blockchain is
an immutable structure, the common indexing tech-
niques, such as B-tree and R-tree, which require ad-
justing/balancing the entire data structure according
to the data distribution, won’t work. We introduce
a hierarchical timestamp structure, which is an in-
cremental data structure and matches the append-
only characteristics of the blockchain system. Our de-
sign significantly reduces the number of queries(APIs)
needed for a single range query.
The hierarchical timestamp structure consists of
multiple levels. See Table 4 as an example. The range
in the high level divides into multiple smaller range in
the lower level. We denote each range part as Level-
Number:Starting Timestamp. A timestamp is recorded
in the corresponding part at all levels. In our running
example, a timestamp 111 will be recorded in L0:100,
L1:110, and L2:111 in Table 4.
L0 [100,200)
L1 [100,110) [110,120) [120,..)
L2 100 ... 109 110 ... 119 120 ... ...
Table 4 Simple Hierarchical Timestamp Structure
To build this structure, we need to slightly modify
the insertion method by adding L streams where L is
the number of levels, and we need to add L key-value
pairs to Blockchain transaction as well. See Figure 4
as an example.
Transaction
Timestamp
Key Value
111 ∅
...
Resource
Key Value
GTEx ∅
L0
Key Value
100 ∅
L1
Key Value
110 ∅
L3
Key Value
111 ∅
Figure 4 Transaction with Hierarchical Timestamp Structure.
In our enhanced range query method, we recursively
find the largest range in the hierarchical timestamp
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structure and use multiple point queries to retrieve
the result.
Algorithm 6: Timestamp Range Query with hier-
archical timestamp structure
Input: ts, te // start timestamp and end timestamp
Output: lr //a list of record
1 lr ← list
2 l, r ← findLargestRange(ts, te)
3 while r 6= None do
4 append(lr, point query(l, r))
5 l, r ← findLargestRange(ts, te)
6 return lr
In the following example, we show the number of
queries(APIs) needed for our baseline range query and
enhanced range query.
Range query from timestamp 109 to timestamp 120.
Baseline Method:
q(′T ′, 109) ∪ q(′T ′, 110) ∪ ... ∪ q(′T ′, 120)→ 11 queries
Enhanced Method:
q(′L2′, 109) ∪ q(′L1′, 110) ∪ q(′L2′, 120)→ 3 queries
We reduce the number of queries needed for range
query from RTe−Ts to
∑L
i=0
Ri
rLi
, where Ri+1 = Ri
mod rLi , R0 = RTe−Ts and rLi is the elemental range
at level Li.
The run time complexity of the enhanced range
query is O(
∑L
i=0
Ri
rLi
).
Further optimizations
The database normalization can be used for both base-
line and enhanced solution. According to the given ge-
nomic datasets, Ref-ID refers back to the same origi-
nal ID which means those User and Resource are the
same. For this reason, we can exclude User and Re-
source in Blockchain transaction.
Results
Implementation environment
We used Python3 as our main programming lan-
guage to develop our solution, Savior [46] to inter-
act with Multichain API and Docker [47] to simu-
late 4 Blockchain nodes. Additionally, we created some
bash scripts to automatically setup Blockchain nodes
and Multichain environment. We also wrote a bench-
mark program to compare our baseline method and
enhanced method. Our code is available online [48].
The specifications of our testing machine are as fol-
lows: 6 cores CPU(i7 8700k), 32 GB of RAM and 6TB
of HDD with Ubuntu 16.04 as the operating system.
We used the sample testing data supplied by the
competition organizer to benchmark our implementa-
tion. The sample testing data consists of 4 files, one per
node. Each file has 105 entries of log records which has
7 fields (Timestamp, Node, ID, Ref − ID, User, Activity,
Resource). To illustrate, we provide a few sample data
in Table 1.
To find the optimal number of levels and the step
multiplier of two adjacent levels for the hierarchical
timestamp structure (Figure 4), we test all reasonable
parameter combinations by brute-force. For the given
sample data, the optimal parameter for the number of
levels is 3 and the step multiplier of two adjacent levels
is 100. Future work may include finding the optimal
number of levels in a more efficient way.
Benchmark
In our benchmark experiment, we show the scala-
bility of our two methods alongside LevelDB[49] as
a reference, a popular key-value based database sys-
tem which is used to store data in many blockchain
systems[50][43][44]. Database system and Blockchain
do not share the same design goal: the former is usually
administered by a centralized entity, and the latter in-
tents to work at a trustless environment. Nevertheless,
this comparison offers useful insights of Blockchain
based log system which trades speed for data integrity.
We simulate the enhanced insertion, the enhanced
point query, and the enhanced AND query behavior
in LevelDB. For range query, we use LevelDB native
method so we can properly examine our hierarchical
timestamp structure. In all tests, we run 10 rounds
for each methods with respect to varying the number
of records. We calculate the average and the standard
deviation from the results. We notice that the stan-
dard deviation is extremely small which shows the lit-
tle trace in all figures expect Figure 5(Point Query).
This is due to the identical environment and the setup
of our simulated blockchain nodes.
Scalability Test: Queries
Figure 5 shows query time with respect to the vary-
ing number of records for point query, range query,
AND query. For the point query test, the response
time is determined by the result size. As the num-
ber of records increases, the result size increases and
the response time increases. The response time of the
enhanced method is worse than the baseline method
because of the addition API calls which we introduced
in the enhanced point query. For the range query test,
the performance is constant since the result size of
certain time range is constant. It is worth mention-
ing that our enhanced range query method have very
close performance comparing to the native LevelDB
range query method. For AND query, since it consists
of point query, the response time increases with the
increasing number of records. It is worth mentioning
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Figure 5 Scalability Test: Queries.
that the selectivity list design in our enhanced AND
query method offsets the drawback of the enhanced
point query method when the number of keys is larger
than 2.
Scalability Test: Insertion
Figure 6 shows the completion time of insertion
methods with respect to varying the number of
records. The insertion time is depended on the trans-
action size. The insertion times of the two methods are
approximately the same. The enhanced method needs
more key-value pairs to support hierarchical times-
tamp indexing structure. However, the empty values in
key-value pairs offset this transaction size increment.
Figure 6 Scalability Test: Insertion.
Scalability Test: Storage
Figure 7 shows the total blockchain size in bytes
with respect to varying the number of records. The
blockchain size information is collected by calling Mul-
tichain API. Since Blockchain and LevelDB measure
their size in different ways, we exclude LevelDB in this
test. The figure suggests that the enhanced method
uses less storage than the baseline method. The dupli-
cation removal from the blockchain transaction in the
enhanced method works as designed.
Figure 7 Scalability Test: Storage.
Detailed Comparison
In this section, we show a detailed performance dif-
ference of 3 query types in the baseline method, en-
hanced method, and LevelDB. We use the fixed 1000
records in the remaining tests.
Point Query: Figure 8 shows the query response
time for different attributes. The enhanced method
performance is worse than the baseline method, be-
cause of the additional API calls in the enhanced
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method. The rank in the result also matches the rank
in selectivity list which indicates the return record size.
The return record size of Activity is the largest among
the attributes. In other words, Activity has the low-
est selective and need more API calls to get the result
than other attributes, so it has the worst performance
difference.
Figure 8 Point Query.
Range Query: Figure 9 shows the query response
time with respect to varying the time range. The en-
hanced method is at least one order of magnitude
better than the baseline method. Moreover, the En-
hanced method has almost the same constant time
performance as LevelDB native range query method. It
proves that our hierarchical timestamp structure works
as designed.
Figure 9 Range Query.
AND Query: Figure 10 shows the query time with
respect to varying the number of keys. We test all com-
binations of keys. For example, for 2 keys test, we test
all 21 combinations(7 choose 2) and average the result.
It is much easier to find a more selective key when the
number of keys is increasing. This is the reason why
the enhanced method has a downward slope. When
there are only 2 keys, the enhanced method has high
possibility to find a low selective key. As a result, when
AND query takes a low selective key, it requires a long
response time.
Figure 10 AND Query.
Discussion
Our design is heavily governed by the competition
requirements, evaluation criteria[39], and Multichain
1.0.4 capability. In this paper, we intend to use Multi-
chain as only an interface, so our design can be applied
to any arbitrary blockchain system. Multichain 1.0.4
does not allow an item to have multiple keys and com-
petition does not allow participators to modify Multi-
chain, so we have to manually construct the blockchain
transaction. There are two major developments for the
future work: 1) A new interface which encodes/decodes
the log entry to/from blockchain transaction more ef-
ficient. For example, in Bitcoin blockchain transaction
script, it can write entire log entry only once in the
blockchain transaction and let local interface client
translate the script to the database. A specific Bit-
coin interface for this log system can significantly re-
duce the transaction size. 2) A new Blockchain ori-
ented database system, such as Forkbase[37]. It aims
to design a new key-value architecture to reduce the
development efforts of the above application and pro-
vide efficient analytical query performance. It is pos-
sible to replace the key-value engines in the existing
blockchain platforms for better query performance.
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In this paper, we focus on designing efficient log-
ging and querying schemes for immutable blockchain
systems, and assume the blockchain network has been
well-established under a specific consensus algorithm
and acceptable transaction throughput. In the follow-
ing, we discuss how they may affect our solution.
Consensus algorithm may affect the performance of
insertion functions because a newly generated access
log (as a transaction) need to be accepted by all node
in the network (achieving a consensus on the next
block) in order to be stored in the ledger. Consen-
sus algorithm manifests the transaction throughput,
which is majorly controlled by a predefined parameter
in Multichain called mining-diversity (the default con-
figuration is 0.3). If the transaction throughput is low,
the insertion would be insufficient since it may be sus-
pended until the previous batch of logs is finished. The
transaction throughput also affects the audit queries
because the query is performed on the locally syn-
chronized ledger. Under low transaction throughput,
a newly generated log may take a long time to be in-
cluded in the ledger and synchronized to a node so
that the query on a node may not be able to provide
the accurate real-time answer.
Further, the access log could be private since it
records all of the queries issued by a user. This is a
challenge for existing blockchain platforms since the
ledger is public to every node in the network for in-
creasing transparency and security. A recent version
of Hyperledger Fabric [50] includes a new function for
this problem. The idea is dividing the ledger to differ-
ent channels and selectively sharing a channel among
a subset of users. There are also other efforts for this
problem by adopting secure multiparty computation
[9], zero-knowledge proof [10] or trusted hardware [51].
Although this problem is beyond the scope of this
competition, our solution could be extended using the
above techniques.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented two solutions for blockchain-
based logging and querying genomic dataset audit
trail. We built a baseline solution and then adjusted
our implementation based on the evaluation criteria of
the competition[39] and the general real-world charac-
teristics of log systems[52]. The blockchain-based log
system is an append-only structure, so the storage in-
creases monotonically. In the real world, the percent-
age of writing operation(insertion) is much higher than
the portion of reading operation(query) in the work-
load [52]. Based on the above two reasons, we decided
to prioritize the storage space over retrieval speed and
insertion speed. We can reduce the storage cost by
25% and increase the range query speed by at least
one order of magnitude. We claim that our hierarchical
timestamp structure design is Blockchain implementa-
tion independent. It can be adapted to any Blockchain
(e.g., Bitcoin, Ethereum, Hyperledger) with the help
of an intermediary, such as Multichain.
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